And the breed does serve the Box Office. Its Box Office is social poison. Its
laugh is a cheap laugh. But a laugh is our best medicine—that and a good
physic.
Well. . . perhaps both save the day for some purpose for which neither
was really intended.
But the search for form must reject the Broadway Creed entire,
because the laugh it produces is not only a cheap laugh, but the breed
itself is antiseptic, in itself sterile. It is inorganic and therefore it cannot
reproduce. The future dies with it, or of it.
THE CREATIVE CONSCIENCE
The alter ego is the distorted mirror (concave or convex as the case
may be) in which mastership sees its own reflection. The alter ego may be
a form of flattery but it is more often a distressing caricature which must
be borne for the good of some cause. If any.
The young, if innocent, are hardly conscious of being guilty of alter-
egoism, but the more sophisticated ones who do know they are guilty
soon grow a hatred of the original of their image, the pictures they make.
And in time the alter ego thus becomes the instinctive detractor of the
coveted original. His trouble is that the original is there behind his cup-
board door as a threat to his own sense of himself, when he himself per-
forms. He would like to escape and to destroy his original in the short cut.
The disciple is a legitimate form of the Alter Ego. Jesus had twelve dis-
ciples, such as they were, and they were such as they always are. But,
occasionally, even Jesus got up into the high mountains to be relieved of
his disciples for a time. Nevertheless, I think the Alter Ego is a justified
necessity. But he is an asset to Fellowship only just so long as his alter-
egoship is an open door or window through which he may look out upon a
natural world otherwise dark to him, a world wherein his alter-egoship
will gradually grow independent by way of the sincerity of his devotion
to his master; his devotion becoming the door or window through which
he sees what his master sees—gaining direction at least for going, as time
goes, further on: perhaps being saved years of wasted effort by the light
that shines from his master, who under certain conditions can himself be
the door and the window. Then the alter ego is justified. Then only is he
an honest asset to Fellowship. His apprenticeship is a stepping stone to his
own independence 5 even if his aim continues sympathetic, it continues
as collateral. It is always unfair to accuse an alter ego of that type of
plagiarism. He steals nothing. He gives himself to his master simple-
mindedly with no reservation, while his own sense of himself in whatever
is to be done by him is forming within him. I have found that those in the
Fellowship who had least Individuality worried most about it. Those who
had it most were seldom concerned about it. It would take care of itself
naturally without offence or defence. The Cashandcarry seldom lets it
come through alive.
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